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SELF-CARE JOURNAL: DAY 16 – 31* (DAILY REVOLUTION & MAINTENANCE) 

In addition to daily stretch and strength routine + Black August fasting regimen. 
 

 

DAY 16 My fatigue & drain was noticeable to an associate I barely know. Made “deal” to get an hour 
more sleep this weekend. Took internal & external accountability but also voiced my discontent 
on something that was important to me & didn't pan out for highly preventable bullshit 
reasons—stuck to my guns both ways. A lot going on, canceled some things. 

DAY 17 Did not back down in a passionate debate but took time to actively listen & not interrupt as 
much as I could. When my point was being changed to fit their argument I slightly used echo 
technique also saying "right/true/agreed/depends but that's not what I think or how I feel, that's 
my point at all, that's not my question, that's not what I'm saying though, that's not my position 
or approach." Someone tried to try me. Knowing I could break them down in that moment I took 
a deep breath, checked the try, said calmly “I'm not tryna beef with you” & brought it back to the 
real. Quality time w. a loved one. Intentional prayer & Florida-watered the money in my wallet. 

DAY 18 Working from bed. Took an hour & filled in part of my portable vision board. Mmm…felt so good 
on my spirit, working through end goals & positive experiences & good feelings I wanna have. 
My ideal life even with all purposes & sacrificial circumstances applied. I understand I’m 
privileged to think of such a thing. With that said if people fought, bled, died, worked hard, made 
ways for me to have this existence, why would I not live it to its fullest and seek the manifest of 
the visions I'm equipped to envision? So many people can't even see themselves beyond their 
immediate circumstances. Who am I to think of myself like those who don't think like me? 

DAY 19 Slept in a little, been having a lot of sleep problems. Deep vivid dreams as usual when I do get 
there. Hit my full stretch & strength wake-up routine I had been cutting short lately—did extra 
pushups & planks. Took biotin & a calcium/magnesium/potassium pill last night. Drank a green 
superfood juice today. Quick mani & pedi, cut & trimmed nails, filed, dead skin off, coat of clear. 

DAY 20 Ran some coconut oil in my hair. Cooked myself a nice, hot, simple dinner. #Blessing!!! 

DAY 21 Took some time just to think constructively through my ideological concerns in life. On which 
direction(s) I could take my life based on what's on the table. What I'm willing/want to do. 

Started vocal training again 😊! Bravely asked a professional contact about payment for 

services; the “work for free” thing is about to be dead.  

DAY 22 Followed-through on 5-min stretch, 5-min dance/cardio & 5-min strength/cardio when I got back 
from work. Stood my spiritual ground & emotional distance amidst emotional drama with people 
I love as to not internalize. 

DAY 23 Quick laundry load, Florida-watered the sheets. Dollar-store clutch changed shower curtain liner 

+ aesthetically pleasing color 😊. Bought/used affordable + all natural coconut & vanilla soap. 

DAY 24 Participated in @qqfrance "PUSHING WEIGHT" outdoor exercise event. Did bootcamp fitness 
training & yoga. Stayed long enough to watch a live youth marching band they made me so 

happy 😊!!! Walked across bridge & rest of way into Harlem destinations. Must work on: 

increasing running stride, half burpee pushups, jump squats, plank variations, that rope thing 
but w. feet. Broke fast with oats & honey granola cereal with fresh blueberries, dried guava 

slices & a fresh fruit smoothie with moringa & green superfood powder. Co-washed hair. 

DAY 25 Scanned through “How to Compartmentalize Emotional Problems for Peace of Mind.” 

DAY 26 Believed in myself enough to follow-through on a project for me, even though I’d been shit on. 

https://www.instagram.com/qfrance/
https://www.instagram.com/themixtapefitbootcamp/
https://www.instagram.com/emivhenry/
https://www.instagram.com/marchingcobrasofny/
https://blogs.psychcentral.com/dysfunction/2017/04/how-to-compartmentalize-emotional-problems-for-peace-of-mind/
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DAY 27 Did some vocal training/show prep and some singing just from my heart, to myself & God. 

DAY 28 Told myself "I’m proud of you."  Got myself some vegetable soup, drank A LOT of coconut 
water. Moisturized hair before bed. Was inspired*** about the show/evolving my style and 
stayed up for hours looking at different black hair/beauty & makeup methods. Me…makeup???! 

DAY 29 Finally regained range of motion in my hips lmaoff! It’s been a tough recovery. Got back into my 
wake-up stretch & strength slowly but surely. Lit a Nag Champa incense while getting dressed. 

Found a YELLOW top I used to love wearing & decided to *afro-sunflower* the world today. 
Turned a disappointing negative into clarity and a possibly dope asf positive. Hit 10 minutes of 
dynamic stretching, 20 minutes of rap/cardio and 10 minutes of full body weights after lab. 
 
I need to relax. 

DAY 30 Seven words: whipped black soap and liquid coconut oil. Happily texted w. long distance bestie. 
Real talk, good uplift energy & teary laughs! Weakkkk ! Spent some time with Beans the cat, 
she missed me! Fresh sheets, Florida-watered. 

DAY 31 Successfully got through a very rough emotional night to bravely face the day. Reminded that 
“everyone is where they are.” Checked in with two of my little sisters, vented a little & got back 
in alignment with help of their clarity & positivity. Spent extra time praying in gratitude of “life, 
health & strength” in every which way I know that means. Spontaneously sang all the parts to 
“He Has Done Marvelous Things” and sang/rapped “Happiness” in the shower, lovingly thought 
of my angel Travis and some group/choir memories. Grabbed camera from studio cause yet 
again even if I gotta do it myself I’ma get my footage. Ate some pineapple & mixed fruit, drank 
some watermelon, passion fruit & coconut juice. I need more passion fruit/juice in my life!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lrtbb4EcMw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Mucnt0azzI
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BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 18 – HIP HOP POLITICAL PARTY MIX 

 

Chopped it up w. a comrade re: Jay-Z, NFL & Kaepernick, Beyonce by association, Black billionaires, 

Moorish Science Temple of America, the aboriginal Moors, North 

American Indian genealogy/intersections with Blackness, slavery & 

political context alongside New Afrikan movement, land & birthright on 

international political scale, people in the world with national identity & 

land but no control over their destiny.  

 

Is it a bad or good thing that Blackness is "so nuanced?" Are all the 

claims to subjective Black experiences (Indigenous American, Afrikan 

descent, Afro-Caribbean, etc.) what prevents true unity? As for 

example the banner of the Republik of New Afrika? Or are we 

questionably shortsighted to leave land, wealth & identity on the table 

in the political/economic landscape?  
NUBIAN|ASIATIC|CULTURED 

Older organizations not wanting to risk "chasing the youth away" 

submitting to scrutiny by the younger generation on several fronts. 

Good…now how bout THE WOMEN guys! Let us know when you 

ready 4 us.  

 

We'll be over here, just healing & building…  

         like always! 

  

Thought of nationwide housing co-op and farming co-op as well as an 

HBCU football halftime/entertainment investment. I'd love to be on a 

billionaire’s think tank/cabinet. Nah shit I'd love to be that & do it 

myself/with my people. Whatever works.                       GEORGE DUBOSE 

 

Rewatched Dead Prez & KRS-One show. Watched a bunch of X Clan content from the 90s. Man!!!! 

What would've happened if "gangsta rap" never got positioned/exploited/centered back then off the 

back of that same era? Or what if that was given just as much exposure/airtime/investment? 

Definitely wanna incorporate X Clan into my show. Professor X on some artist shit is too ill too. 

Broken, fluid & syncopated cadences, witty conversational bars, profound conviction, b-boy energy, 

dripping in gold, red, black & green, pumping revolutionary art Black nationalism???! Yes please. 

They not fucking with that. 

 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 18 – BLACK THOUGHT x BLACK ART 

 

Watched Nina Simone live at Black Woodstock aka Harlem Cultural Festival 1969. Sometimes I feel 

pain & isolation as a dark-skinned Black woman. Nina is an absolute light of the darkness, she makes 

darkness light! A true queen, teaching me to hold my head up high & not be swallowed by any beast. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=edVxoUQ3Djw
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=x+clan+live
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3F8Cqp7smwM
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She is sermon, she is priestess, she is high soul. 

 

Watched the reelblack/A&E Biography of Bill “Bojangles” Robinson. I 

too always thought he was a bug-eyed sellout TBH, dancing with 

Shirley Temple & for racists when he should've been dancing in the 

sun with me! As a character in Toni Morrison’s “The Bluest Eye” 

once so eloquently stated. But I've been wrong, there's always been 

more to the story! I started feeling so definitively when I heard Lupe 

Fiasco say "Bojangles was tapping in Morse code" on the Tetsuo & 

Youth album (“Mural.”) 
 

REELBLACK 
 

Per this A&E bio, he was actually was a man of fierce self-respect, a trailblazer & the reason why 

Black people can literally perform solo on world stages. The fact that this was not the case is 

sickening (the "two-colored rule") but someone had to break the barrier. He & his manager did it thru 

"sheer talent & determination." He also "never conked his hair." I appreciate that. Lastly his wife was 

an ambitious Black businesswoman pursuing advanced education in the 1920s, superrrrr rare & that's 

peace!...oh shit the grandmother from family matters is his goddaughter! We're never far away from 

history.  

 

Harlem was described as "the greatest Negro metropolis in the world." I weep 4 my neighborhood. It's 

not even the influx of other races that's a problem. It's the strip of the soul, landmark businesses, the 

influx of brands that have nothing to do with the culture of the diaspora, the displacement, the selling 

out, the redesign, the loss of ownership, the loss of defined cultural dignity, the spiritual gentrification. 

Harlem was Black mecca. Now it's a generic tourist stop. 

 

Harlem Renaissance was a conjunction of the "flowering of the arts" with an *intellectual movement* 

and rebirth of talent all in one place.  

 

- Marcus Garvey 

- Duke Ellington  

- Langston Hughes 

- Paul Robeson         
           

 

More evidence of (Black) thought & (Black) art hand in hand.                                                                                         JAMES VAN DER ZEE 

                                                                                                                                             

Bill also was a man of the people, paying people's rent etc. during The Depression & being "the 

benefit king" as entertainer & producer, over 3000 charity events worked and/or organized.  

 

Was very proud of his "uniform" top hat & tails & this was the 1st thing Hollywood stripped. Very 

demeaning circumstances however he had bigger goals in sight. Said "you got to learn how to stoop 

to conquer."—THANK YOU Brother Uncle Bill for that vision alone. Had he not, would we know him, 

would we benefit from the heights & wealth he amassed, would he just become another dead nigger 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWtImcRU_ug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XR84Yo41DxI
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in the streets. Somebody’s gotta plant the first seeds. Died virtually penniless due to spending & 

giving away most of his fortune. Was loved by EVERYONE. Over 1 million people lined the streets for 

funeral. A credit to human race. 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 19 – BLACK AS INDIGENOUS NORTH AMERICAN 

 

I was asked in my debate yesterday if I've been reading about my "claims," queries & inferences re: 

North American Indian x Blackness. Internally I scoffed, I know too well to not speak without 

scrutinizing some set of documented facts or having done my own research even minimally. The fact 

is the research is growing and so is the conversation, my concern is just how mute & 

unseen/unaddressed that convo is in the revolutionary forefront.  

 

It directly affects the diaspora, trajectory of the international identity of Black people/a Black nation 

and puts very critical things on the table that would shift the current power of the New Afrikan 

movement in the national and international political spaces. The 

assertion that genealogy “is a choice” is incorrect. What you DO 

with it is a choice, but the location of the bones of your ancestors 

are factual, your bloodline is your bloodline.  

 

And why give up what's rightfully yours or mute this arm of the 

family tree? I was told "it won't be so simple." I disagree but either 

way why is simplicity even an issue if we’re talking about taking 

back what’s ours and getting in alignment with who we really are, 

the full truth? If we bled & died etc. for all these different realities, 

why not be in control of that from this bloodline too. We don't have 

to be more divided, but don’t we have to be operating in our full 

truths? If a Black North American Indian lineage becomes 

positioned to have wealth, land, & nationalism shouldn't we be the 

1st to help situate that to the advantage of them who are recovering 

from genocide and are our same people?? What if the people spearheading the Afrikan movement 

are actually not of Afrikan descent, even if we’re pursuing a new collective nation identity, shouldn’t 

they be in alignment with who they really are? 

 

I say that to say a fervent researcher I know via Facebook has begun posting more & more records of 

this lineage, cultural parallels and analysis of very inaccurate record keeping during Southern 

Amerikan slavery. They themselves take on an Egyptian/Arabic (?) name & align with New Afrikan 

movement principles/ideology.  

 

There’s also a sister on Instagram with a very significant following who’s been doing gene mapping of 

Black folk with their Indigenous North American lineage, as well putting up lots of cross-cultural 

content and thought provoking posts on the subject of self-determination with this added awareness. 

It’s quite possible that an ENTIRE history of slave migration is WRONG, and been used to move a lot 

of our diaspora out of their birthrights, land & nationality—reparations aside. It’s possible a larger 

https://www.instagram.com/jessicadanzey/
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number of people were never slaves from Afrika to begin with. That has huge political implications. 

 

It was asserted that because a conversation that I’d like to be happening isn't centered "doesn't mean 

everyone has to be having it." I reject the suggested individualism & contend that this is a dialogue 

already being had, debunking many long held myths & shedding new light on source-able facts. Facts 

are facts! 

 

This should shift even a little bit of the political agenda of the movement or gain its place & respect as 

a movement deserving of Black/New Afrikan attention & diligence based on the alignment of the end 

goals and principles. If no shift at all then I have serious questions about the movement & our/the 

New Afrikan self-concept within it. 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 19 – DISTRACTION, BRUCE LEE, DRAGONBALL Z 

 

WOW...I definitely learned my mf lesson about distractions. I told my lil sis I was upset because "it 

was on me & I let too many other things affect me." Welp. Karma has paid me back & I receive it. I’ma 

have to wait for another opportunity, cough up the money & do double the work to complete it but it's 

aightttttt cause NEVER AGAIN. I remember watching a documentary on prima ballerina dancers & 

this girl said back to the interviewer, "Boyfriend??? No. No distractions." I thought in the moment 

damn that's pretty simplistic but I feel that. She has long days, trains almost every day, the climb to 

the prima role is demanding, ballet itself is demanding...exhale. I've lowkey designed my life up to this 

point so I could pursue my work & purpose passions. 4 the visions I have I need all my hours. If I 

decide to have a social life & self-care in between then cool cause I need that. But CANNOT afford to 

allow interference & interruptions. 

 

Watched my spirit uncle Bruce Lee in "Train Every Part of Your Body" clip. 

Homie's Bruce L/emma lee idea is on point I can't wait to apply it!*** 

 

 "Knowing is not enough, we must apply.  

Willing is not enough, we must do." 

 "If you spend too much time thinking about a thing,  

you'll never get it done." 

 Somebody said Bruce is the originator of ULTRA-INSTINCT I had to 

look that up...oh boy! DRAGONBALL Z!!!      #ILoveAnime 

"Is THAT Goku's ENERGY???!" Hahahaha!!!! Sick. 

 

Fast is felt. We're in the last third of the push & for me boy is it! I’ve been having a hard time focusing 

and resting. Need to get my show preparations in gear, it's happening in pieces. I'm supposed to go 

to an outdoor exercise event this weekend, want to build my body up this week in strength, cardio & 

rest so I can push thru. Definitely will be mindful.  

 

Mmm OK Universe. Of all the computers in the lab this person had to sit next to me. AND pull out 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKRQBl8cap4
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food AND smack on it  my stomach got to growling I said a strong internal "STFU, we good ."  

you funnyyyy Universe! "You SAID you wanted to train EVERY part of you…" Touche mon frere...Still 

nothing will beat the Black August working at the restaurant so  #LightWork! 

 

Put a good work respek on my performance track for Black August show. 

 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 20 – CHILD REARING & BILL COSBY 

 

Caretaking for fam/growing lil’ bro. Phew! Been awhile since I was "in charge" of a child solo dolo. 

Reminded how critical/impactful every early step/follow-up of raising a child is. Once they're on a path 

& comfortable & reinforced, its damn near a wrap on decision making & character building. Until life 

starts dealing hard lessons, as long as the bubble can hold, or until both parents/full team get on the 

good foot consistently. I'm not saying we gotta be raising revolutionary soldiers under a monolith. But 

we gotta let kids be kids while also hipping them to the x’s and o’s of life. Natural law, karma, high & 

low energy, space, awareness, consideration, cause and effect. 

 

Lmaofff watched a reelblack clip of Bill Cosby speaking on racism & education. He was saying some 

real shit I’m not gonna front! Really no lies told, and as sophisticated as Bill is with public speaking 

not even Obama has said a fraction of the like. His opener, "I don't believe any of them, I think they're 

all liars…” is basically how I feel every election cycle. 

 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 21 – JAY-Z, POLITRIX & MS. GEORGIA JACKSON 

 

1st set of dreams last night was beautiful (I was sanggggin! Met Brandy, thanked her, said she helped 

save my life? “Optimistic” – August Greene (16:10) vibes. Had a good morning prayer, including 

salute to George...  

 

Reluctantly got into political debate sparked by Jay-Z being a distraction/why would we have faith in 

him anyway, as to what our focus & conversation should really be about. Other communities with less 

organizational division support their own & seem to be in line for meaningful shift & more collective 

power soon. There is no one representing the Black voting bloc asking candidates & Trump these are 

our needs, what will you do? Still upset Kanye switched up cause he was on it. Elijah Muhammad still 

fucking up the game doing orchestrated town halls & dodging the fact that CHICAGO VIOLENCE IS 

FUCKED UP yet what is The Nation, whose headquarters are THERE, doing about it??! 

 

What is a capitalist? No I don't agree on being broke and poor. It's not wrong to be about the bag & 

generational security. "Jay-Z & Beyonce are capitalists, that's all they're gonna be"—said one tweet. 

What is the REAL wrong here tho? What are we NOT looking at because of what’s been placed in 

front of us, by all parties involved? I don't agree with sweatshops, slave labor, prison labor, prison 

stock, cultural exploitation or unethical bleeding/use of natural resources. But I definitely agree with 

https://www.youtube.com/user/reelblack
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvXy9WUhnE4&t=177s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5p8Bmv0NSQ&t=205s
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buying power, entrepreneurship, commerce, trade, competition & the ability to make profit from an 

idea, product or service that's not intervened by a government entity. 

 

You can't play chess if you don't know the rules of the game. You can't make secure moves without 

learning the law of the land. Most of the people hollering “know your rights” etc. have little to no idea 

what laws, policies, regulations to speak of, consult or challenge let alone affect change. There’s a 

gross level of misguidance among us. 

 

Once you're out there you're out there. It's best to have your square in order & paperwork secured.  

 

That debate I had last week left me feeling disgusting. The possibility of living with the temporary 

ignorance of a person or leaving them in life/transcending the relationship due to politics & evolution. 

Hard pill. Knowing I still have things in queue to secure, I really want to just be out & live my life with 

my voice & spirit of change. Saying what I want, aligning with who I want, investing in what I want, 

going where I want, doing, challenging everything I want. No kids = way less tie down. Let future 

history tell of now. 

 

Times like this I wonder will I ever be happy. If my people are truly unwilling to be honest with 

themselves & free themselves. If the ones who know & are capable are preoccupied. 

 

Did I mention I’m feeling this fast tho!!!    all for the greater. 

This month has been thoroughly testing & actively preparing me for new 

shift. On aside everything makes sense when I’m rapping, singing, 

creating, performing. I feel that light, that engine rev... 

 

Fucked up. Right now 48 years ago George L. Jackson & many other 

luminary rebels were murdered in cold blood in a California prison facility. 

Salute to Hugo “Yogi” Pinell & the San Quentin Six as well. 

 

Almost midnight. Stomach don't even growl no more. It knows what time 

it is...figuratively. It follows my mind now. Powerful. Lemme get all organs 

in line...  

 

Watching Ms. Georgia Jackson's press conference on August 22nd, 1971. Amazing. Lord give me 

that strength, clarity & conviction. Standout points:  

 

 “People keep trying to make it a racial issue, it's a human issue. I hold animosity towards 

repressors, anyone who represses me.” 

 “Most people are selfish, they don't stop to think of their fellow man.”  

 “If one Amerikan can be treated well why not all of us.” 

 “I'm an Amerikan. I'm not an Afrikan...I’m a descendant of Afrika but I’m an Amerikan.” 

 “Black boys can't get too loud in this country.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TN63ex43Bec&t=4s
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 “George's body was mutilated.”    

 “I guess they thought I’d go in the corner & cry. No I went in & looked at him. I looked at 

George. His body was mutilated, like they took revenge on him. My son was a good looking 

man. You couldn't recognize him by what was done to him.”  

 “Did you all go in & see for yourself & verify? No. You took their word for it; like you always do.” 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 22 – WORD MAGIC 

 

Reading ---- book.  

 

"Words are tools; they work in invisible ways to create visible results." 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 23 – OVERTHINKING & DR. FRANCES WELSING 

 

I been overthinking & letting myself be aged.  

When the last time you __________???!  

Enjoy your light.  

 

Reading ---- book again. 

 

“Self-love includes respecting & valuing your wants & needs.* Not 

compromising or asking anyone else to compromise for you…Remove 

negative intent, your ego and your perception of other's needs in your 

powerful work…everything must be for the good of all in accordance to 

their free will & meeting their needs where they are.” 

Provisions will be made. 

 

Watched amazing Dr. Welsing debate!!! Mood, anthem, spirit animal!!! 

She handled that “Shock” artist so well. & to think he was even able to 

get headlines & gigs etc. without having a background in genetics! That's 

programming right there. But to this day, the covert & overt push for Black 

sterilization/genocide continues in this vain AND the fear of losing white 

dominance continues. She slaughtered intellectually--with facts, proven 

ideas, documented history & above all humanity!!! Never giving a reason 

to be called angry etc. & didn't have to be . 

 

"Queen got our colors on."  

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 24 – STATE LAW & MAO’S RED BOOK 

 

Learned/reminded about Article XIIII Section 1 of the New York Constitution regarding 

authority/legally prescribed purpose of the police. Most do not know what they're supposed to be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ZXWaps2Z2g&t=7s
https://ballotpedia.org/Article_XIII,_New_York_Constitution
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doing, upholding according to their legally binding oath! As well the dynamic of being public servants, 

police hierarchy/accountability/liability according to role, rank & activity.  

 

The state of NY is a corporation. Police of any rank are not legally supposed to smoke while in 

uniform. “Intoxicant.” This is re: "the people" having more understanding of police authority, the laws 

that govern us & clearer interaction with them as to stop demeaning, misguided or dangerous 

altercations before they happen.  

 

Read selections from Mao's Red Book. Oddly applies very well 2 art, constructively & destructively… 

 

On serving the people: "All our cadres, whatever their rank, are servants of the people, and whatever 

we do is to serve the people. How then can we be reluctant to discard any of our bad traits?" 

 

On women: "Unite and take part in production and political activity to improve the economic and 

political status of women.”  

 

"Men and women must receive equal pay for equal work in production." 

 

On self reliance & arduous struggle: “On what basic should our policy rest? It should rest on our own 

strength, and that means regeneration through one's own efforts. We are not alone...nevertheless we 

stress regeneration through our own efforts. We stand for self-reliance...we depend on our own 

efforts, on the creative power of the whole army and the entire people." 

 

"The difficulties of the reactionary forces are insurmountable because they are forces on the verge of 

death and have no future. Our difficulties can be overcome because we are new and rising forces and 

have a bright future...new things always have to experience difficulties and setbacks to grow." 

 

"We must persevere and work unceasingly, and we, too, will touch god’s heart." 

 

On dare to struggle, dare to win: "...some revolutionaries are apt to be deluded 4 a time by this 

phenomenon of outward strength but inner weakness, failing to grasp that the enemy is near 

extinction while they themselves approach victory." 

 

"If anyone attacks us and if the conditions are favorable 4 battle, we will certainly act in self-defense 

to wipe him out resolutely, thoroughly, wholly and completely...when we strike, we must win." 

 

“As far as our own desire is concerned, we don't want to fight even for a single day. But if 

circumstances force us to fight, we can fight to finish...we are 4 peace." 

 

"All views that overestimate the strength of the enemy and underestimate the strength of the people 

are wrong." 
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"In short, we must be prepared. Being prepared, we shall be able to deal properly with all kinds of 

complicated situations." 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 25 – MUTULU SHAKUR & SELF-DETERMINATION 

  

Went over some Republik of New Afrika materials and stumbled upon on the legal document of 
"United States of America vs. Mutulu Shakur" defended by Chokwe Lumumba. Iconic! However as 
glad as I am to read all his/RNA solidarity, my current research finds flaw in their layout of 
history/present application as well the position/lack thereof RNA regarding Black origins in North 
America predating slavery.  
 
If it's true that the majority of Blacks in this land were in fact not Afro/Caribbean slaves but were free 
Indigenous North American people forced into slavery & politically reassigned through genocide & 
various social movements, then for one the history is being inaccurately told (& sold.) It keeps saying 
the “Blacks went to the Indians” or “the Indians joined the Blacks to defeat xyz,” but what if they were 
the same people? Furthermore not only are Blacks owed reparations, land & citizenship eclipsing the 
borders of RNA, but the arguments for land etc. by the RNA that don't include the possibility of Black 
sovereignty predating Afrikan presence via settlers/explorers and/or slavery seems incomplete. 
There’s a good amount of research steadily coming out about this right now. Is it that RNA 
members/officers are unaware, undecided, or unmoved? And why? 
 
I'm also trying to confirm the founding documentation of the RNA. It's not by charter, is it? 
 
I was asked (by a conscious citizen of the RNA) what my position is. 
 
THE TRUTH! 
 
I'm with the truth. In all our majesty & justice. In all our ancestors created & left for us. In all the 
implications of our lineage(s). In the accurate & honest uplift of our people. In the intelligent 
application of the laws, self-defense, human knowledge & our spirits. The liberation of our minds & 
bodies from abuse, repetition, cancers & dead weight. My position is healing, unlearning, re-
equipping & independent FORWARD MOTION. 
 
Lastly. If we're concerning ourselves with self-governance (I'm with it BTW) are there already plans & 
resources in play re: hospitals, health care, ambulances, public schools etc. I know a number of 
markets, birth workers, community policing, farming work are in talks but are there efforts at 
centralizing or creating a directory? 

 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 28 – FASTING & MILLENIAL EMORY DOUGLAS 

 

A lot more people have asked or engaged me about fasting this year. I had no idea it was a popular 

idea, trend (WTF is 5,000 calorie meals & extreme intermittent fasting??! FOH!) or wave outside of 

religious observations. It’s also probably just something in the air for those receptive to evolution or 

desiring something clearer in life. It is THAT time right now, circling back to Age of Aquarius talk. Q 

https://www.geni.com/projects/Republic-of-New-Afrika-Provisional-Government-s-Cabinet-Members/4837
https://www.instagram.com/qfrance/
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told me this regimen is good beause it makes me ready for winter, I never thought about it like that 

before. That definitely does explain a possible correlation of how much I’ve enjoyed the battle of 

winter over the last few years. Still I had NEVER even CONSIDERED fasting as an activity I would 

even TRY prior to Black August.  

 

Too many physical, psychological & emotional memories of going without 

earlier in life. Nor is there a cultural precedent of it in my immediate family, 

with exception my father told me once of abstaining from meat for a week 

when a loved one passes; a spiritual allowance for the "flesh" to make its 

transition. It was roughly explained to me as a Catholic but clearly 

traditional indigenous/Afrikan concept, but that everyone didn't observe it. 

It really wasn't until I happened to be looking at a string of Dr. Sebi videos 

(after years of lingering curiosity from seeing the Lisa "Left Eye" Lopes 

documentary) and heard him tell some very graphic stories of ridding his 

body & those of others of disease, viruses, even impotence (!) through 

highly disciplined fasting alone. I was like say whaaaaaat?? I mean ALL 

the details ooweee!!!  
HIPHOPCLASSICKSTUMBLR 
       

 

Amazing. The human body is amazing. We can shape & mold it past its limits as much as we can 

store things in it & condition it to be severely limited and* comfortable being limited. The mind is the 

same. Not judging nobody's choices but I was a little saddened/sobered to hear that not everyone 

who observes Black August does the full fast. I can definitely understand some exceptions, 

especially if you work full time+++ on this side of the wall. "TRUSTTTTT me daddy" I been there. But 

because I started off with a strong conviction about the full program AND that first Black August 

was wild being that Hugo “Yogi” Pinell (Rest In Freedom) of the San Quentin Six was murdered in 

prison etc. I just can't—not do the full thing. The more I hear about this history and the work still going 

on in the network, even for example the words of the MMA fighter, post-partum doula & foster care 

sister (see part 1 journal); in the name of being accountable for our community & ourselves...how 

could I not uphold that conviction, which was laid out by people who didn't even have the physical 

freedom I have!  

 

Being my 4th or 5th year now, it’s surpassed being just a physical + mental challenge. I'm still 

challenged though don't get it twisted !!! But now I more actively use it as a training, centering, self-

correcting, consistency-builder, my detox. If all else fails in the month at the least I'm investing in 

psychological growth & physical cleanse. Of course, one could easily break-fast with large amounts of 

indulgence & trash every night...so it's more to it than just not eating. As with "dieting" it needs to be a 

thoughtful lifestyle shift with things put in place for support, things added & considered not just taken 

away and tossed. & as with sex...it all starts in the mind.  

 

Sidebar: my reflexes been ON POINT! Haha! Nothing I’ve juggled has hit the floor, nothing I’ve 

almost run into has grazed me  yerrrrr! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KZiXCwgkNo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KZiXCwgkNo
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Switching massive gears …lowkey/highkey I've been disrespected again, SMH. IDK. For some, 

certain things are second nature that to others are complete nonfactors. Crazy. You really try not to 

internalize how people come at you but sometimes it’s evident you wouldn’t get certain treatment if 

you were “different.” In my areas of experience if I weren’t young, approachable & female. 

 

I hate to see* it but family/loved ones & the “so-called” conscious community have engaged me in a 

lot of negative experiences in my life, way more than “should” be the case anyway. I know that there 

was an era/generation more steeped in/based around how indigenous people really are, communal; 

into bartering—commerce—quid pro quo—cooperative economics—supporting one another where 

needed—complimenting each other’s build within a larger build.  

                                                                                                                         

So someone please tell me was Emory Douglas never paid for ANY of the art/drawings he created? 

NONE? Was he also never secured food, water, travel, supplies, toiletry, shelter or ANYTHING of 

subsistence for doing his work in creating the visual brand & propaganda of The Party that lasts to 

this day?  

 

Now I know cost of living and the value of a dollar was different…but did he have a main job? A side 

hustle? An endowed inheritance or leverage-able assets? Did he strategize & hustle his own funding 

up? Did his foundational family support him? Was he dating or married to a financially stable 

partner(s)? Did he live and work in the offices? Did people willingly invest in his art and the visual 

communication of The Party to the point of its aim, did they do the original crowdfunding back in the 

day? Did he have preexisting resources he was finessing?                              

 

How did he exist outside of the hand that created the timeless movement masterpieces displayed on 

up to 400,000 prints a week? I'M REALLY ASKING...#AskingForAFriend 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
EMORY DOUGLAS 

 

 

 

 

https://chiapas-support.org/2013/10/13/art-is-a-revolutionary-weapon-emory-douglas/
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BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 30 – SMOKE, CAPITAL & ARTIST PROBLEMS 

 

*Clears throat...* 

 

There are tasks & development work that have to be done for a greater good (TO WHICH I'VE 

FREELY & WILLFULLY DONE FOR MULTIPLE BUSINESSES, ORGANIZATIONS & INDIVIDUALS.) 

This is one thing. Making time to put needed seeds in the ground is understandable, admirable, 

righteous and responsible. Forward thinking in most cases. However, meeting every need/desire one 

is equipped for is not always right, and sometimes flat out wrong. Just because someone is good at 

something doesn't mean that’s what they should be doing, or that it’s even good for them, especially 

spiritually. 

 

Sometimes people just assume, expect or wouldn't think any other way than for you and your light to 

be there for their desires, darkness and dysfunction asymmetrically. That goes from sincere and 

human to be really fucked up, quick. Some people frame progressive work or the path to success in 

any area as a selfless giving required of you; while they themselves feel emboldened/entitled enough 

to take advantage of your proneness and/or willingness to give and subconsciously hold you in 

harmful submission as oppose to uplifting empowerment. Suddenly every time you give, you lose—

and this fucks with you because it’s natural for you to give, to invest yourself towards a success.  

 

You want to, you’re smart. You can see needs and know how to fill them. You’re thoughtful where 

others can’t or won’t think and you feel in flow using your activity. But suddenly you look up and 

you’re alone in a room with nothing to show for yourself, how’d this happen? What seeds were you 

sowing? For what? For who? What was being done with your giving? If you were in a position to give 

out of will in the first place, weren’t they? 

 

People can try to "PUT ME IN MY PLACE" AS A YOUNG PERSON/FEMALE OR FUNCTIONAL-

OUTLIER-REVOLUTIONARY-GYPSY OR HOWEVER THEY SEE MY NON-ATTACHMENT TO 

ONE PERSON, GROUP, IDEA OR ORGANIZATION REGARDING OUR COLLECTIVE FREEDOM 

because it’s easy to isolate, frame and decontextualize one person. But I’m not dumb or pretentious, 

and I’ve been dolo for most of my life, “nothing cures vanity like loneliness.” Sometimes I think it’s 

amazing how I’ve come out of certain things, still smiling, still giving people an opportunity to share 

with me, show me who they are. Guns relaxed. I challenge anyone challenging my perspective on a 

limit to imbalanced giving to consider the physical functions of the body’s interaction with itself. 

Chronic imbalance destroys order and seats dis-ease. I would also challenge one to consider the 

realities of suicide victims who contributed greatly to their communities. 

  

Have you ever taken advantage of an imbalanced person in your life? It’s likely you know this cipher 

already. Let’s analyze aside.  

 

I’m not the biggest Michael Eric Dyson fan TBH. But I never forgot what he said in the Tupac Vs. 

documentary (15:55) regarding Pac’s art beginning to critique the contradiction he saw in the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9I_c6uUwv4
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movement not being able to equip & provide for his mother prior to the collapse of The Party and 

leading into the crack epidemic/crack economy.  

 

This was also echoed in the more comprehensive Thug Angel doc. For years he watched his mother 

GIVE EVERYTHING to the nurturing, protection, healing & advancement of our people yet his 

immediate family had close to NOTHING. He would barely see her due to the demand of the work 

she was dedicated to (which eventually was responsible for not only the entire organization but 

freeing herself and others in a high profile conspiracy case with 300+ years of prison time hanging in 

the balance) & they were struggling for most of that experience.  

 

This is a qualified/graduated point because it’s not as though other Panthers were living wealthy lives. 

By the time of the Panther 21 trial of course The Party was ill-equipped to take care of many things 

due to the intensity of COINTELPRO initiatives to say the least. Transitioning into the work force was 

near impossible for many due to social stigma of employers that prevented consistency of jobs and 

continued harassment by government agencies.  

 

This does go back however to what brother Kumasi was talking about regarding movement leaders 

being trades(wo)men and states(wo)men who had transferrable skills, and the advent of running 

business arms out of nonprofit grassroots ideas. Ideas still being voraciously explored in this current 

climate of social entrepreneurship and “influencer” entrepreneurs. Not to mention yet another reason 

why Nipsey Hussle should be studied carefully.  

 

I heard it said in “What 1958 HS Students Felt Their Futures Would Be Like” that a (woman) should 

not withhold what they can uniquely offer the world to better society; to do so by focusing on any 

other path in life would itself be selfish. Is it not also selfish for society to withhold a person from 

actually living? Do we really let givers live? Is it not wrong on any level to be indifferent of the 

livelihood and humanity of someone just because they are a unique giver? Let alone to be 

advantageous, mercenary or short-sighted to the imbalance? 

 

I just finished editing a podcast I was on talking about famous artists who’ve struggled hard behind 

the scenes in their ascent to iconic status. Yayoi Kusama did all that struggling to become the #1 

selling female artist in the world today; but she was focused on HER ART & social impact THROUGH 

HER ART! She wasn't dividing her time to counsel, give, volunteer, raise a family, campaign, etc. etc. 

We expect a lot from BLACK WOMEN. I'll say it!!! If you focus on yourself as a Black woman it seems 

you better be validated by the world before you shift gears (again.) Come home with gold and money 

or there’s no home to come to. 

 

Somebody called me “superwoman” today & I felt the cringe. Remember in Jua's Seeds the 

“superwoman complex?” SMH (see part 1 journal), reinforced all the time. I know I am BUT I'M NOT 

THO.* 

 

Yuri Kochiyama & her husband lived in public housing when they invited Malcolm X over to do that 

exchange with the Japanese student group. I'm not even eligible for public housing right now. Unless 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlKJdbJtHdE&t=2197s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAjihEsh5l4
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you’re already on assistance you’re too rich to be poor, too poor to be rich or not even on the radar 

for a middle class lottery. Yet word on the street is the brackets for “affordable housing” lists in NY go 

up to $100,000 in income. Why does that even make sense???!  

 

Anyway, Yuri was able to hold that legendary cultural exchange BECAUSE SHE HAD A HOME. SHE 

HAD A ROOF SECURED OVER HER HEAD. I'm saying if you not gon help me secure myself then 

get out of my way as I secure myself OR don't take away from the time, attention & energy I need to 

secure myself. Or at least acknowledge that this might be of value to think about in terms of my life 

whether you can offer return or not. I LIVE IN NEW YORK CITY SO LET’S NOT PRETEND I DON’T 

HAVE EXORBITANT COSTS TO CONSIDER EVERYDAY. It costs me from $5.50-$10+ to go 

anywhere & back on public transportation!!! I often have to make strategic decisions about going at 

all...or coming back!!!  #TheLaughterHurts… 

 

Of worth to note, on trust vs. fear and belonging vs. vulnerability within the Tupac Vs. documentary 

was Pac’s upstate NY prison interview where he talked about never believing someone from his own 

community would hurt, harm, rob or seek to bring him down because “he was their representative,” 

until he was shot 5 times. I’ve had similar vision of myself that at times has been sadly shot down, yet 

the opposite continues to be campaigned. I continue to have my own version of this reality check 

while I know what I represent transcends the limits of those who seek to harm me with simple or 

perceived proximity. 

 

I was saying you’re supposed to look out for your own. Take care of your own. Want people at their 

best. Not milk them or assume of them. On the business/political side you’re supposed to recognize 

value & invest. Budget for the defense, invest in the offense/propaganda/culture. Respect the work 

that uplifts & the givers for their gifts and insights. Those with vision & drive will always multiply a 

seed. But they can’t run on “E” while fueling everybody else too. Why is there so much short sight 

about this? WHAT HAPPENED? WHY DO WE NOT SEE HOW WE VALUE/DEVALUE EACH 

OTHER? WHY ARE WE INTELLIGENT ASF WITH SMARTPHONES* UNTIL IT COUNTS? Do we 

not value ourselves? Are we all expendable to each other based on gain or energy? 

 

But let someone else “appreciate me” or some other entity value 

me in a way...then it’s  social smoke. I know someone 

who’s getting paid $100,000 to do the work they’ve been doing as 

an independent unique giver, now for a major company. They 

figure having him build out their network the way he built out his is 

worth 6 figures. I would love to have a build or be a fly on the wall 

with the people who decide what’s valuable for a company to 

invest in, when it comes to people.*  

 

Human capital. (This is a real financial term for a reason.) 

 

Who has a unique give and who “should” feel good every day just because of THAT. Who “should” be 

able to live behind that give? This is how well they should be able to live at the least. Crazy! This 
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chess happens every day on every level, and I’m not just talking about money. But I’m getting too 

intricate now. My word has always been, with the path of my unique give(s), I'll just never do it for 

Nike, McDonald's or any prison labor fueled company without a HUGE visible shift & compromise on 

THEIR part/of their activities. If some shit ever goes down, believe none of what you hear and half of 

what you see. 

 

If I had all the money I need myself because I cultivated it/worked/manifested that position, then it'd 

just be about the respect and the time a person was valuing with me or not. BUT IT WOULD STILL 

BE ABOUT THE RESPECT AND THE TIME. *Sucks teeth.* Mannnnn they don't hear me. They can 

barely hear themselves. 

 

BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL: DAY 31 – LAST CALL @ THE BBQ 

 

“(Wo)man plans, god plans.” 4 the goal of ending on a positive, as close to a Black August-August 

31st close-out “People's Feast” as I could get, mission accomplished. The (NY Chapter) Black Panther 

Commemoration Committee “BACKYARD BBQ JAM” at Lisa Russell’s was jumpin.’ A few glitches of 

weird/off energy as expected with public events but nothing too pervasive at all. Thankfully a lot of 

younger people and DJ Chulo Santana (young himself) was not shy about catering to it while cutting 

up great throwback jams too. We raised all the money needed for the parade float & decorations for 

the elders this year. Many of my loving BPP uncles were there. I'm a little sad . Because they're 

getting older, and I can sense the mileage in their ever continuing marathon. Jamal literally talked to 

me about this a month & change ago, that part of our convo felt very real in a way I had never felt a 

frequency between us before. The gravity, the implied faith. I'm humbled that he & Voza indeed see 

my light & want to seed it as part of their legacy, especially after everything we’ve all been through. 

That they trust my unseen success. That's deep! They trust that with every advance, evolution, 

accomplishment, piece of fame, wealth etc. I gain that I will always be about the work & paying it 

forward, especially for young people. That essentially they will always live through me & all like-

spirited. ! 

 

Shiiiit I've been thinking/talking about the changing guard for years. In terms of:  

 leadership in Africa 

 the inflated youth population (even just in my birth country, alleged 3rd youngest in the world) 

 the Hip Hop & media community globally (especially the waves of women) 

 current U.S. politics   

 

The vanguard will again shift, soon. Still gradually but still dramatically.  

 

I'm "so independent" as Bullwhip introduced me to a stranger as  (like oh ok unc!) I understand I’m 

not an obvious poster child for any movement organization specifically/in isolation. Especially now 

that I’m grown out of IMPACT (for half my life my name was not Emily/Emilia/emma lee, people 

literally called me IMPACT!)  

 

https://www.instagram.com/chulo_santana/
http://www.impactreptheatre.org/
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Being something like a rogue assassin/lone operative for movement work & my creative community is 

fine with me! “Running water never grows stale.” Interesting that he sees me as such. Unlike some 

others, he’s very proud of that & I love him for it. He sees it as an asset, something to recognize, 

encourage & invest in. It's like I’m homegirl in Kill Bill. They already know I'm a loaded weapon with 

aligned conviction, they don't need to tie me to things. I'd rather be a poster child of just truth, just 

freedom, just passion, just creation, just that energy, just human power—out there & behind the  

scenes, building, doing it. You might never actually see me in the huddle or coming out of 

headquarters... 

 

I know I will not be carrying the baton explicitly-directly as in officer or 

rank and file…but I don't see the ones who will when I'm with them at 

these events etc. like I used to when I was younger. Humbly that 

slightly concerns me. Maybe I’m not supposed to see them IDK. I just 

hope they exist and in organized fashion, even just to operate the 

future skeleton. One day we'll all be gone fasho. These uncles and 

aunts will all make transition at some point; and I will miss them. They 

love me 4 real. They never had to ! 

 

Uncle Brother Bill went out his way to quiet the crowd for my 

performance. Spicy!                       JAZMINE BUTLER 

 

Uncle Bullwhip looked up from his work as I said uncle “I’m bout to perform.” He said "you bout to 

perform? Aight. Kill it."—with this Godfather like stare & gesture like no I'm not getting up, I know you 

gon do your job, I know you know what it is; put it down, carry us & shine your light. It was strangely 

empowering asf in a few quick seconds. Obviously I would've liked him to watch but his confidence in 

me spoke volumes. He don't have to see what I do, he knows. No gas I almost cried a little! 

 

I joked to myself on the way about being a weird in-between of the original Panther vanguard & the 

generations of Cubs following them. I feel I’m one of the "adopted strays" in the undefined mix and 

post-generation of all that. So outside yet* so in, so in yet* so outside. Story of my life! Alien at the 

root, root to the core. 

 

Bro. Shep said “you coming to the parade right?” I immediately thought damn I’m bout to disappoint 

him  cause I’m just not into marching for much of anything anymore. Another counter-intuitive 

revolutionary growth I’ve come into recently. I considered it definitely, the parade by definition alone is 

kind of a different thing. I just know how my spirit gets, I remember how it lowkey took over some 

years back and suddenly I was leading chants, leading the banners, doing a lot on my side. Don’t get 

me wrong it was nice, very cool, engaging people, breaking the stereotypical ice, unexpectedly 

making people smile, hearing them talk back, all the small kids that joined in, holding signage with 

them and elders, seeing people’s faces as we rolled through.  

 

The whole Black Power “thing” is not even real for some people. It’s like they heard about it or seen 

skits in movies, music videos & on TV but then we actually roll through…8-10 cars deep, all ages, 
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RED-BLACK-AND-GREEN, brown skin sisters with long ass locks, full lips, strong hips, military boots 

and aviator shades. Brothers in all black and army fatigues looking strong; White people, Asian 

people, Taino people in solidarity all down. Signs about indigenous people, political prisoners, land, 

water, justice, self-determination…and that timeless bold black panther in the logo…so sleek & black 

all you see is motion, eyes, teeth and claws! We roll through with so many examples of power I 

remember a lot of people stuck like oh shit they/we really out here. Like we were myths or had all 

been killed, imprisoned, the whole scene & culture wiped out…then boom. Right there on one of 

Harlem’s main strips, among all the riff, raff, culture and corporate opportunism. 

 

So it’s important most definitely and has its place in the propaganda, cultural affairs and visual 

communication arms of the movement. I just know how I am. I’ll go trying to be lowkey “I’ma just 

come, maybe hold a sign, walk, wave, smile and mind the children…” then end up attentive to a lot 

more, taking on a lot more and expelling a lot of energy etc. when I really should be focused on work 

& healing right now. So I said back to Shep *pained face head tilt* “IDK. My main concern was that 

y'all get the money. Now that that’s secured IDK I wasn’t planning on coming out.” He said “yea def!” 

about the money. “But it won't be the same without you there." (Stahhhhhp !)  

 

They love me fr. Sometimes I feel like a motherless child, no gas. But their love means everything. 

Whoever the next vanguard is, the love will never equate theirs. But we have to do our best, to keep 

the love at center. THE LOVE is most important. The first thing and the last thing. I'm humbled. I 

cherish. I salute my elders. As well as the most honorable & benevolent ancestors of my lineage, on 

this Earth plane & in the spiritual dimensions.  

 

Haha! I was behind the camera, performing, scoping the scene, linking folks, chopping it up then 

tryna make moves back to borough so damn fast...I barely ate anything today! I was supposed to 

come, break-fast for the last time this month* and “People’s Feast” smh! I had a whole ass BBQ in 

front of me! See how I get?! #BlessMyHeartSMH… 

 

SALUTE the Black August martyrs & all the women who've built & continue to build. I proceed. 

 

(PS. Stay tuned to official NY-BPP Commemoration Committee, 

Lisa Russell and my social media 4 footage & flicks.) 
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